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plywood and should be

countersunk screwed into place, NOT nailed or stapled, as screws will have less of a tendancy to work themselves 
loose and damage the membrane.

will promote proper adhesion between the membrane and the substrate.
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APPLICATION USING WBA 200 ADHESIVE: 

Prior to beginning the placement of the adhesive ensure the glue has been properly stirred accomplishing a full mixing 

of the entire adhesive. Using a medium nap roller, apply the adhesive to the substrate at a rate of approximately 100-125 

SF/GAL. A 7 mil wet thickness should be achieved and the visual appearance of the deck should be white/cream in color. 

Make sure to cover the entire substrate. Work away from the roll when placing the adhesive and then unroll the chosen 

RoofingSeries membrane to the area that is coated with the adhesive. Once placement is complete, ensure the entire 

membrane has sufficient contact with the substrate and use a sturdy push broom or roller to work out any bubbles or air 

pockets that may have been trapped or created. Caution should be taken to make certain if a broom is used, that it is free 

from any items that may damage the membrane. Further caution should be taken if using a weighted roller to not push all 

the adhesive to the edge of the roof.  Remember, the goal is to promote a good healthy bond between membrane and 

substrate via the WBA 200.

APPLICATION USING SBA 100 ADHESIVE:

Prior to beginning the placement of the adhesive, ensure the glue has been properly stirred with a full mixing of the 

entire adhesive. Fold back the membrane roughly in half to determine the area for application of the adhesive. Using a 

medium nap roller, apply the adhesive to the substrate at a rate of approximately 50-55sqft/gal. A 4 mil thickness should 

be achieved. Make sure to cover the entire substrate and apply to small areas for ease of installation. Allow the adhesive to 

become tacky before placing the membrane. Once the adhesive has su�ciently tacked o�, place the membrane carefully 

while working out any trapped air pockets or bubbles. Use a push broom or roller to ensure smooth complete adhesion of 

the membrane with the adhesive and substrate.

ADHESIVE TIPS AND TRICKS: 

• Ensure plywood is dry and clean.

• Humidity is the #1 factor to cure time. Temperature is the #2 factor in contributing to cure time.

• Low humidity and high heat will promote the best and quickest cure time.  This will be 24 to 48 hours.

• High humidity and low heat will cause the membrane to take 48 hours or greater to cure!

• On average the roof will dry completely within a 48 hour time frame.

• Roofs will dry much like a cake…from the outside in.

• NOTE:  Avoid transporting a modular unit down the highway until it has fully cured.

• NOTE:  Avoid moving the unit outside the plant into subfreezing temperatures for storage until the roof has been fully cured.  If the 

unit is moved outside into subfreezing temperatures; and the WBA is still wet; it will freeze and separate between the substrate and 

membrane, thus there will forever be a slimy layer between substrate and membrane.  The roof will never cure properly.

• NOTE:  While the roof is drying it will o�-gas.  The membrane is permeable to the o� gassing and will allow for some air transfer but 

no moisture transfer
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Signs of enough glue used would be:

• Boot prints in the membrane (which if necessary, you can alleviate by using something like cardboard to displace the weight of your 

body and in turn boot prints.)

• When the membrane is pulled back from the corner of the roof,  If it has good adherence it will first pull tight, then be somewhat 

existing WBA and reapply that membrane.

Push Test:  simply put your hand on the membrane.  Put some weight on your hand and try to push the membrane around.

• If the membrane is moving then it still needs to cure.

• If the membrane is not moving, it is cured.

Pipe Penetrations:

All penetrations at roof level should be marked out and cut at this time. Use an X method for cutting holes in the 

membrane.  Bring the penetration up through the roof line and snug to the field membrane.  The 4 flaps will ride along 

the penetration as it is brought above the roof line.  

If using a 1”-6” (Conical) Universal RoofingSeries pipe boot, cut an appropriate size hole so that the boot fits snuggly over 

the penetration.  Bring the boot down to roof line so the base flange is sitting on the roof.  Thermally heat weld the flange 

to the field membrane.  Finish by applying a locking collar ring at the top of the boot and seal with an approved 

compatible sealant such as Tremco 830 Sealant or ChemLink M-1.

If using a size specific Cylindrical RoofingSeries pipe boot, simply fit over penetration so that the boot fits snuggly around 

the penetration.  Bring the boot down to roof line so the base flange is sitting on the roof.  Thermally heat weld the flange 

to the field membrane.  Finish by applying a locking collar ring at the top of the boot and seal with an approved 

compatible sealant such as Tremco 830 Sealant or ChemLink M-1.

Inside Corners:

After the wall/field membrane have been put into place, RoofingSeries Inside Corners are thermally heat welded into 

place with a hand held hot air welder and roller.  No caulking or sealants are necessary, if proper weld is achieved.

Outside Corners:

After the curb or wall flashing membrane have been installed, RoofingSeries Outside Corners are thermally heat welded 

into place with a hand held hot air welder and roller.  No caulking or sealants are necessary, if proper weld is achieved.
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OTHER APPLICATION CONSIDERATIONS:

Edge Curbs/Upstands:

When installing RoofingSeries membrane on a modular unit that has a curb down the length(s) or at the end(s) of the unit, 

it is good strategy to prefit the RoofingSeries membrane and then fold in the membrane along the 90 degree transition 

from the horizontal surface to the vertical curb or upstand.  By taking a silicone roller you can crease the membrane to help 

promote a proper transition.  Once prefit and creased, fold the membrane back to the halfway point and adhere from the 

middle to end of the unit.  Then proceed to fold back from the opposite side to the middle and adhere the second half of 

the roof in the opposite direction.

Begin by measuring around the outside perimeter of the box, and add 3”.  Measure 3” from horizontal field, up the vertical 

portion and across the top of your box at the top.  Using the measurements, cut an appropriate piece of RoofingSeries 

membrane.  Calculate and draw a line 3”min. from the edge of the strip of membrane and crease it.  Prefit the piece by 

starting it flush to one corner and then make a simple 45* cut at the 2nd corner allowing the membrane to turn and make 

the corner.  Do this 3 more times.  Now apply SBA 100 only to the vertical portion of the upstand and to the area on the 

back of the strip of membrane that will come in contact with said vertical portion. Allow time to tack up and mate the strip 

into place.  Next, thermally heat weld the 3” flange to the horizontal field membrane and where the 3” overlap on the 

vertical exists.  Now apply 4 outside corners or circular patches at the 4 outside corners where you have made your 45* 

EDGING TIPS & TRICKS

Edging : Cant Stripping:  

A common misconception is that introducing a cant strip will help the membrane make the transition from horizontal 

surface to vertical and eliminate cupping or tenting.  In fact, what will result is greater potential for membrane tenting at 

this transition point because you are driving stress points further in to the horizontal field and vertical upstand. Remember, 

the RoofingSeries membranes are manufactured using nondirectional fiberglass.  This characteristic causes the 

membranes to want to lay flat. Follow the advice above on the Edge Curbs/Upstands and a successful detail will be 

achieved.  

NOTE:  All single ply membranes are not immune to tenting.  Various degrees of tenting occur with different single ply 

membranes and more so as you increase the thickness of the membrane.

Edging : Bull-Nosing:   

A common misconception is that by bull-nosing or rounding off the edges of the modular roofing substrate along the 

perimeter will allow the membrane to make the transition from horizontal surface to vertical side surface better.  This will 

infact drive stress points further into the field membrane and down the side of the modular unit.  

The best strategy for the edge transition is to allow the membrane to dry on the horizontal flat surface as long as possible 

before commencement of the termination detail. Remember, a roof will dry like a cake – from the outside in.  By allowing a 

positive gas/air exchange at the perimeter, the chances of making a much crisper transition are increased.

NOTE:  All single ply membranes are not immune to bulging at a corner detail.  Various degrees of bulging occur with 

different single ply membrane and moreso as you increase the thickness of the membrane.
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TERMINATION OF THE ROOF SYSTEM: 

As a rule of thumb do not terminate the roof system for at least 12 hours after application.  This will promote total 

adherence of the membrane right to the edge of the unit and thus allow for a more crisp transition over the horizontal 

edge and down the vertical siding substrate.

If you must terminate sooner, please use caution. Do not the membrane tight and then run your screws through the 

termination bar and thus through the membrane into the siding substrate, you run the chance of causing several larger 

oval holes to be made.  Because EPDM membrane has memory it will want to pull back to its original position after being 

stretched. 

Ideally you will want to pull the membrane (not strectch) over the edge of the unit after it has dried to the edge, and then 

terminate using the appropriate termination bar .

As a cheap insurance policy, and Although not entirely necessary, you may want to consider running ¾” butyl tape on the 

lead edges (ends of the unit that will be potentially faced with wind forces while travelling down the highway) of the 

modular unit.  To maximize the use of the butyl tape, run it at the prescribed distance down from the roof line, likely to be 

about 2”, and across the lead edges or ends of the units wrapping it around the sides by about 6” on either side.  Then 

bring your PVC membrane over.  Finish it all off by terminating right over top of the PVC membrane, which is over the 

butyl tape, which is over the siding substrate.  

You will now have created a seal to which it will protect wind from being driven up and under the membrane and in 

between the siding and roofing substrate which may potentially cause a roof lift or bubble up.  In addition you will have 

sealed each and every screw hole along the termination bar to prevent wind from finding its way in through the screw 

hole thus preventing a roof lift or bubble up.
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SUBSTRATE PREPARATION:

• Be sure to use an appropriate substrate like OSB, Plwood, Densdeck…If using OSB be sure to install it with the rough side up.

• Countersink all screws and ensure no wood strands are sticking up; no nails are above roof level; and that nothing at all is stick-

ing up on the substrate that could puncture it from below.

• Fill in all voids using a cementatious patch. You will want to focus in on filling the substrate sheathing joints along with any 

inconsistencies.  Sand to level out the joints and voids.

NOTE: Otherwise after installation you will notice picture framing through the membrane.

• Finally, sweep, air hose off or vacuum the roof substrate to remove all dust and debris. This will prevent the adhesive from 

stick-ing to the dust and debris and rather promote proper adhesion between the membrane and the substrate. 

PREFIT THE MEMBRANE:

• Unroll the membrane onto the roof deck.  All roofs should have approximately 6” overhang around the perimeter of the unit to 

allow for proper termination of the EPDM.

• Now broom from the center of the roof outwards towards the perimeter edge.  The purpose of this is to push unwanted air 

pockets out the edges of the membrane. This will form-fit the EPDM to the substrate.  This is an excellent opportunity to inspect. 

one last time for anything that is sticking up under the membrane that could cause a penetration and thus compromise the 

integrity of the waterproofing system.

• Now you will want to roll back the membrane from one end to the middle using the core provided or better yet, a sturdy PVC core. 

ADHERING THE MEMBRANE:

• Begin by mixing your 5 gallon pail of Water Based Adhesive (WBA) by rolling the pail and then opening it and stirring it much 

like a can of paint.

• Then pour the adhesive in a line from side to side of the width of the modular unit roof just in front of the rolled back EPDM.

• Now using a short haired paint roller, roll out the WBA over the substrate. The appropriate amount of adhesive is when you can 

just see through it to darker knots or strands of the OSB or Plywood.

• You will get approximately 100sqft coverage per gallon and therefore on the average roof you will require a minimum of a pail 

and a quarter to a pail and a half of adhesive.

• EPDM adhesive is very runny and therefore troweling it out will not suffice.

• Work in spreading out the adhesive in 4’-6’ segments in front of the membrane. After the appropriate amount of adhesive has 

been applied to the substrate, roll the membrane directly into the wet adhesive.

• Continue applying adhesive until you reach the end of the unit.

• Then go to the opposite side, roll back the membrane to the center point and begin adhering the membrane in the opposite 

direction to complete adhering the membrane to the substrate and roof.

NOTE: the EPDM WBA is designed to have the membrane rolled into it wet. Do not allow the WBA to dry at any point until the 

membrane has been rolled into it. 



Roof Cure Time
• Humidity is the #1 factor to cure time. Temperature is the #2 factor in contributing to cure time.

• Low humidity and high heat will promote the best and quickest cure time.  This will be 24 to 48 hours.

• High humidity and low heat will cause the membrane to take 48 hours or greater to cure!

• On average the roof will dry completely within a 48 hour time frame.

• Roofs will dry much like a cake…from the outside in.

NOTE:  Avoid transporting a modular unit down the highway until it has fully cured.

NOTE:  Avoid moving the unit outside the plant into subfreezing temperatures for storage until the roof has been

fully cured.  If the unit is moved outside into subfreezing temperatures; and the WBA is still wet; it will freeze and separate 

between the substrate and membrane, thus there will forever be a slimey layer between substrate and membrane. The 

roof will never cure properly.

NOTE:  While the roof is drying it will gas off.  The membrane is permeable to the off gassing and will allow for some air 

transfer but no moisture transfer.  

ADHERENCE TESTS:

Signs of enough glue used would be:

• Boot prints in the membrane (which you can alleviate by using something like cardboard to displace the weight of your 

body and in turn boot prints.)

• When the membrane is pulled back from the corner of the roof.

o If it has good adherence it will first stretch, then be somewhat difficult to pull off.  It will rip off strands of wood which 

will stick to the backside of the membrane.  GOOD ADHERENCE!

o If it has poor adherence it will VERY easily pull off with no wood strands.  Good news is you can apply more WBA right 

over the existing WBA and reapply that membrane..

• Push Test:  simply put your hand on the membrane.  Put some weight on your hand and try to push the membrane around.

o If the membrane is moving then it still needs to cure.

o If the membrane is not moving, it is cured. 

TERMINATION OF THE ROOF SYSTEM:

• As a rule of thumb do not terminate the roof system for at least 12 hours after application.  This will promote total adherance of 

the membrane right to the edge of the unit and thus allow for a more crisp transition over the horizontal edge and down the 

vertical siding substrate.

• If you must terminate sooner, please use caution.  If you pull the membrane tight and then run your screws throught the termi-

nation bar and thus through the membrane into the siding subsrate, you run the chance of causing several larger oval holes to 

be made.  Because EPDM membrane has memory it will want to pull back to its original position after being stretched.

• Ideally you will want to just pull the membrane over the edge of the unit after it has dried to the edge, and then terminate using 

the appropriate termination bar.

• As a cheap insurance policy, and  although not entirely necessary, you may want to consider running ¾” butyl tape on the lead 

edges (ends of the unit that will be potentially faced with wind forces while travelling down the highway) of the modular unit. 

To maximize the use of the butyl tape, run it at the prescribed distance down from the roof line, likely to be about 2”, and across.   



the lead edges or ends of the units wrapping it around the sides by about 6” on either side.  Then bring your EPDM membrane 

over.  Finish it all off by terminating right over top of the EPDM membrane, which is over the butyl tape, which is over the 

siding substrate.

• You will now have created a seal to which it will protect wind from being driven up and under the membrane and in between 

the siding and roofing substrate which may potentially cause a roof lift or bubble up.  In addition you will have sealed each 

and every screw hole along the termination bar to prevent wind from finding its way in through the screw hole thus 

preventing a roof lift or bubble up. 

ROOF DETAILS:

• Most commonly you will have plumbing vents to tie in to the roof membrane.

• The proper accessory for this is the 1”-6” Universal EPDM Boot.

• This product is put on the roof by cutting the appropriate diameter opening in the top of the boot and placing it over the pipe 

for a snug fit; priming the EPDM roof substrate; peeling off the release tape from around the base of the flange on the universal 

boot; then sticking the flange to the primed area; finishing off by promoting a good healthy bond by using a hand roller to push 

the flange into the primed area.  You may or may not want to run a ¼” bead of Lap Sealant around the edge of the pipeboot 

flange

NOTE:  Allow the roof field membrane to dry for a minimum of 12 hours if at all possible before applying the pipe boot(s).

This will prevent the adverse reaction that can occur when the quickprime is used to prime the surface membrane to take 

the universal boot.  If the quickprime is used immediately after the roof has been put down it may ‘pull’ the membrane up 

causing it to bubble or be wavy underneath the flange of the boot.  This is due to the quickprime being more aggressive 

than the water based adhesive and thus pulling up on the membrane because the water based adhesive is not dry. 

TYPES OF EPDM ADHESIVES:

Water Based Adhesive
• Typically comes in a 5 gallon pail with coverage being approximately 100 sqft per gallon.

• Be sure to mix the pail before use by rolling the pail and or stirring it upon opening.

• Spread onto substrate using a short hair roller.

• Used primarily for applying EPDM membrane to horizontal wood substrates.

• Can be used to reinforce the lead edge horizontal portions of the substrate and membrane by treating it as a contact adhesive. 

Here you will apply the adhesive to both the front and back 15’ or so horizontal substrates and the back side of the membrane. 

Then allow it to flash off for 5-10 minutes maximum.  Then roll the membrane into the wet substrate and broom out for a good 

healthy bond.  Remember this isn’t necessary but is a good strategy for reinforcing the lead edge portions of the roof that are 

suseptable to wind uplift forces during transport.

NOTE:  it is very important to remember that this adhesive is rolled onto the substrate wet, and in turn that the membrane 

is rolled into it immediately after.  DO NOT allow it to dry before the membrane is rolled into it.

NOTE:  as this is water based adhesive, if it freezes, it will separate and due to it’s chemical nature it will not re-align upon being 

warmed up and mixed.  After frozen it is no good. 



Solvent Based Adhesive
• Typically comes in a 5 gallon pail with coverage being approximately 45-60sqft per gallon.

• Good practice to mix the pail before use.

• Spread onto substrate and backside of membrane; allow flashing off, and then stick together.

• Used primarily for applying EPDM to vertical wood substrates and or to metal.  It is also a great adhesive to use for small 

transi-tion areas. 

QuickPrime and Splice Adhesive
• Both typically come in a 3 gallon metal pail or a 1 gallon metal pail.

• Coverage for the QuickPrime is 200-250 sqft/gallon; coverage for the Splice Adhesive is about 40-65 sqft/gallon

• Quickprime comes in a yellow can.

• Splice Adhesive comes in a tan can.

• They are used in conjunction to apply EPDM to EPDM only!

• First you use quickprime.  Second you use splice adhesive.

• Quickprime is used to prime the EPDM area you are going to be adhering to as well as the backside of the membrane you 

want to stick down.  After applying allow it to completely flash off to a dry state.  It will look like a glaze when dry.

• Splice Adhesive is applied directly over the quickprime that you have used and is the glue used to stick EPDM to EPDM

• Splice Adhesive has 4 phases after being applied that should be noted: 

1.) Apply it and it will be clear and wet.

2.) You can stick your finger in it and it will be sticky and runny.

3.) You can stick your finger in it and as you pull your finger away it will draw strings…NOW IS THE TIME TO APPLY  

     YOUR TWO PIECES TOGETHER.

4.) The Splice is now bone dry.  It is no good for applying membrane to membrane.  Simply restart the process using  

     splice adhesive only.

        NOTE:  The application of QuickPrime and Splice Adhesive is great for applying uncured EPDM to EPDM…such as 

joiner strips or patch repairs.

GENERAL FIELD REPAIRS:

• All of the above applies to field repairs…however…

• In an attempt to streamline the EPDM joiner application process or to do repairs Firestone has a full compliment of products 

that are ideal for saving application time and conversely, money.

• One of the primary items that can be use is the FS Splice Tape.

• This product comes in 3”x100’ long and simply is sandwiched between two layers of the EPDM with approximately ¼” 

exposed to help seal along the edge of the membrane to membrane joint.

• To Avoid Possible Problems all Skinners going up to the roof should be wearing Booties over there boots or shoes. 


